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Abstract—Combinatorial testing detects faults by trying different value combinations for program inputs. Traditional combinatorial testing treats programs as black box and focuses on manipulating program inputs (named input-based combinatorial testing or ICT). In this paper, we explore the possibility of conducting combinatorial testing via white-box branch information. Similarly, different combinations of branches taken in an execution are tried to test whether they help detect faults and to what extent. We name this technique branch-based combinatorial testing (BCT). We propose ways to address challenges in realizing BCT, and evaluate BCT with Java programs. The results reported that BCT can effectively detect faults even with low-level combinations, say 3-4 ways, which suggest it to be a strong test adequacy criterion. We also found that our greedy strategy for minimizing test suites reduces over 50% tests for reaching certain way levels, and merging nested branches detects faults more cost-effectively than considering them separately.

Index Terms—Combinatorial testing, testing adequacy criteria

I. INTRODUCTION

Software has become increasingly important in our daily life, and many different kinds of testing techniques have been proposed to assure its quality. One popular testing technique is combinatorial testing, which has been studied for two decades [39]. Combinatorial testing uses value combinations for program inputs to detect the failures triggered by certain input parameter interactions. When a program under test has multiple input parameters and each parameter has multiple possible values, it can be cost-effective for detecting most faults by trying only limited selected value combinations for input parameters. In combinatorial testing, k-way testing denotes that every possible value combination of any k program input parameters has been tested at least once [41]. It was reported that 5- or 6-way testing has been very effective as it can detect most faults [30].

However, combinatorial testing only focuses on input parameters of a program but pays little attention to the program’s internal structure (i.e., black box). Therefore, it can fail to test certain paths of the program, whose conditions can hardly be satisfied. As such, we explore in this paper the feasibility of conducting combinatorial testing via white-box branch information (e.g., which branches of the program under test are taken in the execution of a test input). To do so, we propose a novel branch-based combinatorial testing technique (or BCT), and analyze its effectiveness. For ease of presentation, we name the traditional input-based combinatorial testing ICT.

In software testing, if a certain test input causes a program under test to fail against its test oracle, we say that this program contains a bug. A program can contain multiple input parameters. ICT would try different combinations of values for these input parameters to exercise the program to check whether it contains any bug. A notion of k-way testing, from ICT, refers to the practice of trying every possible combination of values for any k input parameters at least once in testing a program. BCT works similarly to ICT except that it replaces the use of input parameters by that of branches taken in test executions. As such, we need to map branch-taking conditions (i.e., which branches are taken in testing) in BCT to input-value conditions (i.e., which values are taken in testing) in ICT. However, how this mapping can be done is unclear. Besides, it is also unclear how branch-taking conditions can be enumerated since branches taken in test executions, which are beyond control in BCT, are different from values of input parameters, which can be easily controlled in ICT.

ICT assumes that all possible values of input parameters for a program under test are known in advance, and thus ICT can enumerate their combinations and easily control input-value conditions. For example, a program has two input parameters, which can both take a value from {1, 2, 3}. Then, ICT can enumerate totally nine input-value conditions (3×3). The counterpart, branch-taking conditions, in BCT means combinations of branches taken in a program’s execution. For example, a program has two branch statements, one of which is if-then-else and the other is if-then. For the former, there are four cases in program executions, namely, only then sub-branch executed, only else sub-branch executed, both executed, and neither executed. Similarly, the latter has two cases. Then, BCT needs to enumerate totally eight branch-taking conditions (4×2). To do so, we propose to monitor and measure branch-taking conditions during testing for BCT instead of controlling them directly before testing. Besides, we also propose a greedy strategy to minimize the number of tests required to achieve the k-way testing goal in BCT. Similarly, k-way testing in BCT refers to the effort of trying every possible combination in branch-taking conditions associated with any k branch statements at least once.

We evaluated BCT on a set of Java programs. Our experiments show that achieving 3- or 4-way testing in BCT
can already bring satisfactory effectiveness, e.g., over 80% fault detection rate. We observed that the greedy strategy can reduce over 50% tests under 3- or 4-way setting, thus saving huge test execution overhead. We also observed that merging nested branches (i.e., treating a branch statement and its nested ones as a whole) in a program can detect more faults under the same k-way setting than considering them separately (i.e., treating them as different branch statements). For example, under the same 2-way setting, the former can detect 3% more faults than the latter on average. Moreover, when BCT achieves comparable fault detection rates to ICT, it requires much fewer tests (up to 90% reduction). This trend is consistent and becomes more obvious with the growth of k in k-way testing. Besides, BCT can also achieve higher fault detection rates than existing techniques guided by statement coverage (15−60%) or branch coverage (5−15%) under the 3- or 4-way setting.

In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:

- We propose the idea of conducting combinatorial testing based on white-box branch information and realize it as a novel technique BCT.
- We take a greedy strategy in BCT to minimize the number of tests required for achieving certain k-way testing.
- We evaluate our BCT experimentally with Java programs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews ICT and discusses the differences between ICT and BCT using an illustrative example. Section III presents necessary terminologies and elaborates on our BCT framework and its realization. Section IV evaluates BCT’s effectiveness in software testing. Section V reviews related work in recent years, and finally Section VI concludes this paper.

II. OVERVIEW

In this section, we briefly introduce the traditional input-based combinatorial testing and compare it with our proposed branch-based combinatorial testing.

A. Input-based Combinatorial Testing

Input-based combinatorial testing was first introduced into software testing in 1985 by Mandl [39] to test Ada compilers. ICT tries different combinations of values for input parameters to exercise a program under test to detect faults.

In ICT, k-way testing refers to the practice of trying every possible combination of values for any k input parameters at least once in testing a program. Among them, 2-way testing, also called pairwise testing, has been widely used due to its high cost-effectiveness [3].

There are various popular strategies to help generate test inputs for ICT, such as greedy [8], [32], [42], [45], [53] and heuristic strategies [15], [24]. There are also other studies focusing on how to prioritize tests to achieve a k-way testing goal in ICT [3].

B. Differences between ICT and BCT

In this sub-section, we discuss the differences between BCT and ICT using an illustrative example.

Take the simple function foo in Fig. 1 as a motivating example, which triggers a java.lang.ArithmeticException exception when flag at Line 12 is equal to zero. There are three if-then statements in total in foo, and each of them contains two possible cases in program executions, namely, then sub-branch ever executed, and then sub-branch never executed. We use \textit{br1}, \textit{br2} and \textit{br3} as in Fig. 1 to name these branch statements for ease of presentation. In order to enumerate the two cases for each branch, we use 1 to represent \textit{then} sub-branch ever executed, and 0 to represent \textit{then} sub-branch never executed. All possible values of input parameters for test inputs and corresponding values \textit{br1}, \textit{br2} and \textit{br3} of branch-taking conditions for branches \textit{br1}, \textit{br2} and \textit{br3} in executions are listed in Table I.

To explain the differences between ICT and BCT, we conducted 2-way testing on \textit{foo} by applying both ICT and BCT in turn. In ICT, 2-way testing means to try every combination of values for any two input parameters in \textit{foo}, or in other words, trying every combination in input-value conditions associated with any two input parameters. For example, suppose that for any two input parameters among all of the three, e.g., \textit{type} and \textit{x}, there are totally six input-value conditions (3×2) for testing, and each represents one combination of values for these two parameters.

On the other hand, 2-way testing in BCT means to try every combination in branch-taking conditions associated with any two branch statements. For example, for any two branch statements in foo, e.g., \textit{br1} and \textit{br2}, there are four branch-taking conditions (2×2) associated with them, and each represents a combination for testing. If a test input includes certain combinations of values for input parameters or its execution can test certain combinations in branch-taking conditions, we say that these combinations are covered by this test input.

```
enum Type { L, M, R }
int foo(Type type, boolean x, boolean y){
  int flag = 1;
  if (type == Type.M) { //br1
    result = -- flag;
  }
  if (x != y && type != Type.R) { //br2
    result = ( ++ flag ) * 2;
  }
  if (y == z) { //br3
    result = 1 / flag;
  }
  return result;
}
```

Fig. 1: Motivating example: a function foo
To reduce the number of tests for achieving a $k$-way testing goal in testing $foo$, we can use a greedy strategy to select a subset of tests from all the tests given in Table I. Each time we select a test that covers the most uncovered combinations (i.e., combinations that have not been covered by selected tests so far). The selection continues until the selected subset of tests can already cover all combinations required for achieving a $k$-way testing goal. It works similarly for both ICT and BCT.

For ICT, one acceptable test suite generated by the greedy strategy to achieve 2-way testing can be $T_{ICT} = \{test1, test4, test6, test7, test9, test12\}$. $T_{ICT}$ covers all combinations of values for any two input parameters in $foo$, thus achieving the 2-way testing goal for ICT. Since ICT pays no attention to the internal structure of $foo$, $T_{ICT}$ can only make efforts to try every combination of values for input parameters, and cannot trigger the `java.lang.ArithmeticException` exception since `flag` at Line12 cannot be zero as tested by $T_{ICT}$.

On the other hand, BCT considers the internal structure of $foo$ and focuses on its branch-taking information (i.e., which cases of branch statements are taken in certain executions), as illustrated by values of $br_1$, $br_2$ and $br_3$ in Table I. Then, using our greedy strategy to select tests to achieve the 2-way testing goal for BCT, we can generate another test suite $T_{BCT} = \{test1, test2, test7, test8\}$. $T_{BCT}$ can trigger the `java.lang.ArithmeticException` exception at Line12, because $T_{BCT}$ can exercise Line 6 and Line 12 in turn and this leads `flag` to be zero at Line 12 in the execution of test8.

### III. BRANCH-BASED COMBINATORIAL TESTING

In this section, we present some terminologies first. Then, we propose our BCT framework and discuss its realization in practice.

#### A. Terminologies

Suppose that a program under test contains $n$ branch statements. We define several concepts below:

**Definition 1 (Branch Range):** A branch statement contains one or more sub-branches or clauses, which can have many possible cases in its execution. We denote these different cases by different integers. The branch range of a branch statement is a set of such integers. We use $B_i (i = 1, 2, ..., n)$ to denote the branch range of the $i$-th branch statement in the execution of a program and denote these different cases by successive integers starting from zero.

For example, four cases of `if-then-else` branch statements in executions, namely, neither executed, only `then` sub-branch executed, only `else` sub-branch executed, and both executed, are denoted by 0, 1, 2 and 3 in order. Our earlier example function $foo$ happens to contain no loop and have three branches with `then` sub-branch only, $br_1$, $br_2$ and $br_3$. This makes $B_i (i = 1, 2, 3)$ can only take one value from $\{0, 1\}$. Then, for any $i$-th branch statement in $foo$, it has two different possible cases in the program’s executions, and thus its branch range is $B_i = \{0, 1\} (i = 1, 2, 3)$.

**Definition 2 (Branch-taking condition):** A branch-taking condition associated with $k$ certain branch statements represents a possible combination of values for branch ranges of these $k$ branch statements.

For example, the branch range for $br_1$ in the motivating example $foo$ is $\{1, 0\}$, and so is $br_2$. Therefore, there are four branch-taking conditions associated with these two branches (2×2), i.e., \{br_1 = 1 && br_2 = 1\}, \{br_1 = 1 && br_2 = 0\}, \{br_1 = 0 && br_2 = 1\} and \{br_1 = 0 && br_2 = 0\}. Each of them represents a certain combination of values for associated branch ranges.

**Definition 3 (k-way testing in BCT):** If every combination in branch-taking conditions associated with any $k$ branch statements in a program has been tested at least once, we say that $k$-way testing in BCT has been achieved, and name the corresponding test suite a $k$-way test suite in BCT.

For example, testing with the test suite $T_{BCT}$ can cover every combination in branch-taking conditions associated with any two branches in $foo$, so $T_{BCT}$ is a 2-way test suite and testing with $T_{BCT}$ achieves the 2-way testing goal.

Besides, we also define input-value condition and $k$-way testing in ICT for ease of presentation.

**Definition 4 (Input-value condition):** An input-value condition associated with any $k$ input parameters represents a possible combination of values for any $k$ input parameters in a program.

For example, there are six input-value conditions (3×2) associated with input parameters Type and $x$ in $foo$, i.e., \{type = Type.L && x = true\}, \{type = Type.L && x = false\}, \{type = Type.M && x = true\}, \{type = Type.M && x = false\}, \{type = Type.R && x = true\} and \{type = Type.R && x = false\}.

**Definition 5 (k-way testing in ICT):** If every combination in input-value conditions associated with any $k$ input parameters in a program has been tested at least once, we say that $k$-way testing in ICT has been achieved, and name the corresponding test suite a $k$-way test suite in ICT.

For example, testing with the test suite $T_{ICT}$ can cover every combination in input-value conditions associated with any two input parameters in $foo$, so $T_{BCT}$ is a 2-way test suite and testing with $T_{BCT}$ achieves the 2-way testing goal.

### TABLE I: 12 tests for $foo$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
<th>$br_1$</th>
<th>$br_2$</th>
<th>$br_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>test1</td>
<td>Type.L</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test2</td>
<td>Type.L</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test3</td>
<td>Type.L</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test4</td>
<td>Type.L</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test5</td>
<td>Type.R</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test6</td>
<td>Type.R</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test7</td>
<td>Type.R</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test8</td>
<td>Type.R</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test9</td>
<td>Type.K</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test10</td>
<td>Type.K</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test11</td>
<td>Type.K</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test12</td>
<td>Type.K</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>true</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. BCT Framework

Our BCT conducts combinatorial testing based on white-box branch information. Different from ICT, which uses value combinations for program inputs to detect faults triggered by certain input parameter interactions, BCT tries to detect faults that are tough to be detected because of their complex triggering conditions that are difficult to satisfy. So, BCT uses combinations in branch-taking conditions instead for help.

As we mentioned earlier in Section I, there are two challenges in conducting BCT. The first is how to map BCT to ICT at a conceptual level. To address the first challenge, we define branch-taking conditions in BCT and input-value conditions in ICT to bridge them by mapping. The second challenge is how to enumerate branch-taking conditions since the actual branches taken in executions are beyond control. An execution path is determined by a program under test itself and its corresponding test input. It can hardly be controlled before actual execution. To address the second challenge, we propose to monitor and measure branch-taking conditions during testing. We will explain the details of addressing these challenges in the following.

We present our BCT framework in Fig. 2. This framework consists of three steps: extracting branch-taking information from test executions, pruning redundant branch-taking information, and selecting tests greedily. For ease of controlling branch-taking conditions, we select tests (i.e., a subset of tests) from all tests we generated in advance (i.e., a universal set of tests) instead of generating tests during testing directly. With the goal of k-way testing, BCT applies these steps and eventually check whether faults can be detected by selected tests. Details of each step is as follows:

1) Extracting branch-taking information: This step extracts branch-taking information from test executions.

BCT assumes to obtain tests for programs in advance. Under this assumption, we extract branch-taking information from all executions of these obtained tests. For branch statements such as if, switch and try-catch, we extract information about which cases have been taken in executions of these tests. For loop statements such as while, do-while and for, we extract information about whether statements inside a loop have been executed.

During extracting branch-taking information from test executions, we obtain all executed cases for each branch statement and consider them as all optional cases for each branch. Then we can obtain the branch range for each branch by mapping each case to a unique integer, as illustrated in our earlier foo example in Section II. After that, it is straightforward to enumerate branch-taking conditions according to Definition 2.

For example, in order to achieve the 2-way testing goal for foo in Fig. 1, we generate branch-taking conditions associated with any two branches, i.e., three \( C_2^3 \) different choices for two branches. However, directly combining the values for branch ranges of different branches (i.e., making up theoretical branch-taking conditions according to Definition 2) may bring infeasible combinations (i.e., combinations that cannot be covered by any test input). Consider br1 and br2 in the foo example. Theoretical branch-taking conditions associated with them contain four combinations (2\( \times \)2), since branch ranges of br1 and br2 are both \{0, 1\}. Those combinations can be all covered by \( T_{BCT} \). However, if we change the condition \( type == Type.M \) at Line 5 to \( type == Type.R \), corresponding combinations would include infeasible ones, e.g., \{br1 = 1 \&\& br2 = 1\}. This is because for the modified foo, the condition \( type == Type.R \) at Line 5 is opposite to the internal condition \( type != Type.R \) at Line 8. Therefore, Line 6 and Line 9 cannot be exercised at the same time by any test. This makes \{br1 = 1 \&\& br2 = 1\} an infeasible combination. However, it is impossible to decide whether certain combinations in theoretical branch-taking conditions contain any one that is infeasible in advance. So, instead of using theoretical branch-taking conditions, we choose to focus on practical branch-taking conditions (i.e., only considering existing combinations in the executions of generated tests). This step maps BCT to ICT at a conceptual level, thus addressing the first challenge in BCT.

2) Pruning redundant information: This step prunes redundant branch-taking information extracted in the first step.

Branch-taking information is the only criterion to distinguish test inputs in BCT. When two test inputs share the same branch-taking information in their executions, we treat them as the same with respect to achieving a certain k-way testing goal. So we prune such redundant branch-taking information in this step.

For example, when analyzing the function foo in Fig. 1, we prune redundant test inputs such as test9, test10, test11 and test12, since they are the same as at least another test in branch-taking information. For example, we consider test1 and test9 as the same, because both of their branch-taking information are \{br1 = 0 \&\& br2 = 0 \&\& br2 = 0\}, thus pruning test9. This is for obtaining a universal set of tests, which has no repeated branch-taking information.

3) Greedily selecting tests: This step selects tests greedily to achieve a required k-way testing for BCT.
In this step, we use monitoring and measuring to address the second challenge. Since branch-taking conditions are beyond control, it is difficult to determine them before actual executions. So, we do not manipulate them directly. Instead, we use branch-taking information extracted from Step1, and select tests from the universal set of tests with the goal of achieving k-way testing in BCT. Then, we monitor the whole selecting process and measure the corresponding coverage for the selected tests. In this way, we skip controlling branch-taking conditions directly, but instead measure coverage information to achieve different k-way testing goals.

We also use a greedy strategy to minimize the number of tests required to achieve a certain k-way testing goal in BCT by Algorithm 1. Each time we select a test that contains the most uncovered combinations in corresponding branch-taking conditions from a universal set of tests (Lines 6-10). This procedure is repeated until all combinations are covered. During the selection, we ignore those combinations that have already been covered and ensure that each test we select brings at least one new combination. In this way, we control and measure branch-taking conditions with the goal of achieving a required k-way testing.

We present our greedy strategy used in Algorithm 1 and elaborate on function calculatedUncoverCom in Algorithm 2. In order to select a test that covers the most uncovered combinations for achieving the k-way testing goal, we list all combinations in branch-taking conditions associated with any k branches among all the n branches (C^n_k different choices) in a program and calculate the number of uncovered combinations for each remaining test. The variable score at Line 3 indicates a test’s ability to cover remaining uncovered combinations (the larger, the better).

We adopt some optimizations so that we do not have to calculate C^n_k times in each selection. For example, when all tests behave the same for some branch statements in their executions, we would ignore such branch statements since they do not contribute to our greedy strategy. Suppose that there are x such branches. In this way, we only need to analyze C^n_{k-x} different choices of k branch statements in enumerating all branch-taking conditions. The complexity is reduced exponentially with respect to the decrease of branch statements considered. Moreover, there are some other heuristic strategies such as [9], which may bring some more optimizations. As an exploratory study, we only realize the basic, yet widely used, the greedy strategy. We may try to implement other heuristic ones in the future.

C. Realization

We plan to exploratively study the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed BCT technique, and we realize the following parts for its practical runs:

1) Generating the universal set of test inputs: Given a program under test, we need to prepare tests due to the BCT’s assumption. For convenience, we use Random Testing (RT) to generate tests. Other test generation strategies also work here.

2) Generating faulty programs: Mutation Testing is a fault-based testing technique, which has been studied for more than three decades [24], [27]. We adopt a publicly available tool named MuJava [38], which supports the whole mutation testing process, including generating faulty versions (i.e., mutants), executing tests against mutants, and calculating mutant scores. In our realization, we use its built-in mutation operators to generate the set of mutants for the program under test and use mutation scores to measure the fault detection ability for each selected test.

We apply First Order Mutants (FOMs) [24] instead of Higher Order Mutants (HOMs), since HOMs can usually be constructed from a sequence of FOMs.

3) Instrumentation: Instrumentation is one popular technique to monitor executions of programs, and can be used for us to collect actual branch-taking information at runtime. We instrument faulty versions generated by MuJava and execute

---

**Algorithm 1: Greedy strategy**

1. Let T be the set of test inputs prepared for P;
2. Let U be the set of all the combinations in branch-taking conditions of T;
3. Let branchTable be the table of branch-taking information of all tests;
4. Let k and N be required k in k-way testing goal and branch sum of P;
5. while U ≠ ∅ do
   6. comForAllTests ← calculateUncoverCom(branchTable, T, k, N, U);
   7. t ← returnMaxTest(comForAllTests);
   8. C ← returnCombination(t, branchTable);
   9. Remove t from T;
10. Remove C from U;
11. end while;

---

**Algorithm 2: Calculating uncovered combinations**

1. **Input:** branchTable, T, k, N, U
2. **Output:** comForAllTests
3. int score;
4. for t ← selectOneRemainingTest(T) do
   5. score ← 0;
   6. for locs ← branchConds(k, N) do
      7. locValue ← getValue(locs, branchTable, t);
      8. if hasnotChosenBefore(locValue, U) then
         9. score ← score + 1;
      10. else continue;
   11. end if
   12. add(comForAllTests, score);
5. end for
6. return comForAllTests;
generated test inputs against the instrumented versions. Then, during test executions, we can extract branch-taking information from test executions. We define BCT at the source level, so we conduct static source code instrumentation. Byte code instrumentation will also work with the help of the mapping process between source code and byte code versions of programs.

4) Evaluating BCT: We compose everything together and realize our BCT framework to achieve a required \( k \)-way testing goal. If the goal is achieved, we check whether the seeded fault of each mutant can be detected by the selected tests for achieving this goal. We use mutation score to measure a test suite’s ability to detect faults when achieving \( k \)-way testing, since mutation score has been widely adopted as a proxy of detection ability [27].

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate BCT’s effectiveness experimentally, and present our observations.

A. Research Questions

In order to comprehensively evaluate BCT, we raise four research questions in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

**RQ1:** Is BCT effective and how does its ability to detect faults change with different \( k \)-way settings?

By answering this research question, we try to find some properties of BCT and evaluate its effectiveness. In ICT and BCT, \( k \)-way testing refers to the practice of trying every possible combination in input-value conditions associated with any \( k \) input parameters (ICT) or branch-taking conditions associated with any \( k \) branches (BCT) at least once in testing a program. ICT can detect most faults by 5- or 6-way testing [30]. We investigate whether BCT has a similar property (e.g., how many faults can BCT detect by different \( k \)-way settings).

**RQ2:** Using a greedy strategy, how much overhead can it save?

In the framework as we introduced in Section III, we apply a greedy strategy in our test selection, which is used to minimize the number of tests. The greedy strategy helps reduce the number of tests, thus reducing the execution overhead in testing. Tests often need to be executed for many times, especially in regression testing, so it is practically useful to reduce the number of required tests.

**RQ3:** Is BCT’s effectiveness related to nested branches in a program, and how much impact do nested branches have?

Nested branches play an important role in programs, and may lead to complex restrictions in executing the concerned branch statements (e.g., a branch must be taken before another executes). So we try to explore the possible behavior and compare the impact of merging nested branches as a whole to that of not doing so.

**RQ4:** Compared with ICT and other existing techniques guided by statement or branch coverage, how much does our BCT improve?

We also compare BCT with existing testing techniques. On one hand, we compare the effectiveness and the number of selected tests between BCT and ICT, respectively. On the other hand, we select existing techniques guided by statement or branch coverage to compare with our approach, since they are widely used in practical software testing [57], [17], [43].

B. Experimental Subjects

We selected nine Java programs as our experimental subjects, and all of them can be obtained from open-source websites like GitHub [16], SIR [50], LeetCode [31]. The statistics of these subject programs are listed in Table II. The second column lists a concerned program’s source or its brief description. The column “BranchNum” lists the number of branches at the source and byte code (in brackets) level for each program. We divide all subject programs into three groups, namely, Small, Medium and Large, according to their branch numbers, as shown in column “Group”. We prepared for the experiments according to our earlier explained realization part in Section III.

First, we randomly generated test inputs for each subject program. We generated a total of 1,000 tests for group “Small”, and 1,200 for group “Medium”. For Jtcas, we used the tests that come along with this program (1,487), since they were also generated by a similar random mechanism. For the programs in group “Large”, we generated 1,500 tests for ShortestPath and 1,200 tests for ClosestPair.

Then, for each subject program, we used MuJava to generate mutants, and executed tests on these mutants. After filtering out invalid mutants (crashed or failed in compilation), we obtained a total of 3,511 mutants (the fourth column in Table II). We discarded those mutants that cannot be killed by any test (i.e., a test can kill a mutant when the output of this mutant after executing the test is different from the output of its original program) [24], and conducted experiments on the remaining 2,489 mutants (the fifth column in Table II).

C. Experimental Setup

We evaluated our technique BCT on the Java programs listed in Table II. We conducted experiments to answer research questions with respect to the divided different program groups.

For RQ1, we measure BCT’s effectiveness by mutation score (as our dependent variable) since it is a proxy of detection ability as mentioned earlier [27]. We control the value of \( k \) in \( k \)-way testing as our independent variable.

For RQ2, we set the number of tests as the dependent variable, and different selecting strategies (random or greedy) as the independent variable.

For RQ3, to find whether merging nested branches affects BCT’s effectiveness, we still measure BCT’s mutation score (as our dependent variable). Besides, we control the treatment on nested branches (i.e., considering them as a whole or separately) as the independent variable.

Finally, for RQ4, to compare BCT with other testing techniques, we control the selected technique for comparison...
TABLE II: Statistics of subject programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject name</th>
<th>Source/description</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th># Mutants</th>
<th># Killed</th>
<th>% Killed</th>
<th>TestNum</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>BranchNum</th>
<th>MergeBranch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PrimeNumber</td>
<td>Judge the prime number</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeapYear</td>
<td>Judge the leap year</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DayOfMonth</td>
<td>Display day number</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decode</td>
<td>LeetCode OJ Problem</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>13 (39)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BoyerMoore</td>
<td>LeetCode OJ Problem</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>13 (51)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jtcas</td>
<td>SIR</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>1,487</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>18 (48)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShortestPath</td>
<td>LeetCode OJ Problem</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>653</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>32 (53)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClosestPair</td>
<td>LeetCode OJ Problem</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>40 (54)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,081</td>
<td>3,511</td>
<td>2,489</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>10,587</td>
<td></td>
<td>140 (255)</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We investigated BCT’s effectiveness and found that achieving 3- or 4-way testing in BCT can already bring satisfactory effectiveness (over 80% fault detection rate).

RQ2: Using a greedy strategy, how much overhead can it save?

We chose programs in groups “Medium” and “Large” to conduct experiments to answer this question. After preparing tests for each program and pruning redundant branch-taking information, we used both a greedy strategy and a random strategy in turn to select tests from the universal set. Fig. 4 shows the results. The x-axis represents k-way testing with different values of k, and y-axis represents the ratio of selected tests against all tests, averaged on all tested programs. In Fig. 4, we observed that the greedy strategy can reduce over half tests for 3- or 4-way testing, which is the level of inducing satisfactory testing effectiveness as answered in RQ1. Therefore, our greedy strategy can greatly improve the efficiency for BCT execution and save its testing overhead.

We evaluated the benefit of our greedy strategy, and found that it can help reduce over half tests, thus saving huge execution overhead in testing.

RQ3: Is BCT’s effectiveness related to nested branches in a program, and how much impact do nested branches have?

Nested branches play an important role in programs, and may lead to complex restrictions in program executions. In our experiments, we had different treatments on nested branches (i.e., BCT, ICT or techniques guided by statement or branch coverage) as the independent variable. We still compare their testing effectiveness by mutation score (as the dependent variable). Besides, to compare the cost-effectiveness of BCT and ICT, we use both mutation score and number of tests as dependent variables.

D. Experimental Results and Analyses

In the following, we list the four research questions and answer them in turn. We conducted our experiments on a Linux Server with 32 cores of Intel Xeon CPU @2.66GHz.

RQ1: Is BCT effective and how does its ability to detect faults change with different k-way settings?

To answer this question, we measure the mutation score for BCT under different k-way settings. Fig. 3 shows the results. We tested all programs. We observe that BCT’s effectiveness in testing different programs has a similar pattern with the growth of k in k-way testing: increasing sharply first, then becoming stable when k reaches a certain value (around three or four). However, LeapYear behaved differently. Its mutation score for LeapYear score did not even change when we increased k. We studied it and found that LeapYear’s program logic is so simple that its mutation score reached its limit even in the case of 1-way testing. In general, BCT exhibits satisfactory effectiveness (over 80% fault detection rate on average) when we set the value of k to three or four. This result is impressive.
(merge or no-merge). Merge refers to the treatment of considering a branch statement and its nested branch ones as a whole, while no-merge refers to the treatment of considering each branch statement separately, no matter whether it contains any nested branch statement or not. This would change the number of branches under consideration in a program, as well as changing their corresponding branch ranges.

We selected all three programs from group “Medium” and one program from group “Large” to investigate this question. Programs in group “Small” are ignored as they typically contain too few branch statements. We list the number of original branches (BranchNum) and number of branches after merging nested ones (MergeBranch) for each program in Table II.

Fig. 5 to Fig. 8 show the comparison results for different programs, respectively. They consistently show that the mutation score of BCT with merge is relatively higher than that of BCT with no-merge within valid $k$-way value ranges. Therefore, applying the merge treatment can help detect more faults than no-merge under the same $k$-way setting, e.g., around 3% more on average under the 2-way setting.

We observed that merging nested branches helps detect more faults in the same $k$-way testing, (e.g., 3% more under the 2-way setting), than considering them separately in BCT.

**RQ4:** Compared with ICT and other existing techniques guided by statement or branch coverage, how much does our BCT improve?

We consider two aspects to answer this question. First, we conducted experiments to compare BCT with ICT. We chose Jtas as our subject program because it has 12 input parameters, which are comparable to its contained branch statements. Note that it is impossible to try every possible value for an input parameter when it has infinite or too many possible values. So, we chose to partition the infinite or a too large value range for an input parameter into equivalent groups and use a single sample in each group as its representative. For Jtas, whose input parameters are all integers, we partitioned possible values for each parameter by a modulus operator. For ICT1, we conducted the modulus operator with 5 against all possible values and partitioned these values into different
groups according to their remainders from this operation. ICT2 worked similarly but with 10 for the modulus operation. To conduct a fair comparison with BCT, we used the same set of universal tests and only partition those tests available in this set. We conducted experiments until 6-way testing as results became stable then. Fig. 9 shows the result. We observe that ICT1 and ICT2 behaved slightly better than BCT when \( k \) is larger enough (\( \geq 3 \)). When \( k \) is smaller than three, BCT behaved between ICT1 and ICT2. However, we note that this seemingly slight advantage of ICT over BCT came at the cost of much more tests required, as shown in Fig. 10. To achieve satisfactory testing effectiveness (e.g., with a mutation score greater than 0.8), ICT1 and ICT2 both require much more tests than BCT. This trend is consistent and becomes more obvious with the growth of \( k \) in \( k \)-way testing. For example, BCT requires only 56 tests while ICT1 requires over 600 tests and ICT2 requires over 800 under the same 6-way setting. This indicates that BCT can save much more execution overhead compared to ICT, when achieving comparable effectiveness.

Second, we also compared our BCT with existing techniques that are guided by statement or branch coverage in their fault detection rates. We selected all three programs in group “Medium” (Decode, BoyerMoore and Jtcas) and one program in group “Large” (ClosePair) as our subject programs. Fig. 11 shows the results. We used five settings for statement coverage (60%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 95%) and three settings for \( k \)-way testing for BCT (\( k = 2, 3, 4 \)). For Decode, we could only realize a statement coverage up to 92% due to this program’s own limit. We observe that BCT clearly achieves the highest fault detection rate for all the four programs. Besides, its 3- or 4-way testing behaved up to 60% better than techniques guided by statement coverage and up to 15% better than techniques guided by branch coverage. This indicates that our BCT represents a very strong test adequacy criterion for testing.

![Fig. 9: Comparison on fault detection rate when achieving different \( k \)-way testing for BCT and ICT](image1)

![Fig. 10: Comparison on number of required tests when achieving different \( k \)-way testing for BCT and ICT](image2)

![Fig. 11: Comparison on fault detection rate when achieving different \( k \)-way testing for BCT and techniques guided by statement or branch coverage](image3)

**E. Threats to Validity**

In our experiments, we empirically explored and evaluated our BCT’s effectiveness in software testing. One major threat could be the selected subject programs that may seem not sufficiently large. We note that none of our experiments utilized any special feature relating to such “may-not-be-large” programs. Our experiments tried to alleviate this threat by controlling different variables and isolating irrelevant factors in different groups of experiments. Besides, although these programs themselves are not very large, our experiments are complex enough, covering extremely lots of combinations from programs, mutants, branches and ways. Our experiments were conducted on a powerful server as mentioned earlier. Nevertheless, even if we already ran experiments using eight threads, it still took us eight continuous weeks to complete due to its prohibitively large scale. Still, we acknowledge that

---

**We observed that when BCT reaches a comparable detection rate to ICT (over 80%), it requires much less tests (up to around 90% reduction). We also observed a great improvement in BCT’s test effectiveness than existing techniques guided by statement (15–60%) or branch coverage(5–15%).**
our experiments deserve further extensions on larger subject programs to better validate the results reported in this paper.

F. Discussion

On a technical perspective, we realize BCT as a novel technique and evaluate it experimentally with real-world Java programs. It is shown that BCT can be both feasible and cost-effective. As an exploratory study, our primary goal is to explore the feasibility of conducting combinatorial testing based on white-box branch information, rather than propose BCT as a mature testing technique, which may require a more complete and detailed evaluation.

On a practical perspective, we believe that BCT can be easily applied under suitable testing scenarios, e.g., regression testing minimization, selection and prioritization [19], [59]. On one hand, our BCT framework of monitoring and measuring can be directly used in minimizing, selecting or prioritizing reused tests [59] in regression testing, which are retained and reused between different versions. Reused tests are used to exercise the parts of a program that remain unchanged across different versions. So, it is natural to obtain their coverage information in executions from a former version, which is also reusable in its later version [62]. Since regression testing is performed to make sure that newly introduced functions of the program do not interfere with the existing ones, it actually makes it worthy and necessary to exercise unchanged parts repeatedly with reused tests and it also makes our work useful on this respect. On the other hand, we also expect that BCT can be applied in various ways with the help of other techniques. For example, since symbolic execution proposes an analysis technique to generate test inputs for certain paths, we believe that combining BCT with symbolic execution can help automate generating test inputs for specific paths that are required by BCT.

As an exploratory study, we present a main framework of BCT and conduct preliminary experiments to evaluate its performance. More practical applications, like combining BCT with symbolic execution, remain for further study because they require further extensions to BCT. We keep it as our future work.

V. Related Work

Our work in this paper relates to various existing studies on ICT, control flow testing criteria, and coverage-guided testing. In this section, we discuss the most relevant work to our work in these fields.

A. Input-based Combinatorial Testing

ICT has been studied for over three decades [39] and has been widely used for addressing practical problems (e.g., testing embedded systems). By trying every possible combination of values for input parameters at least once in testing a program, ICT shows its cost-effectiveness and has been well-accepted in software testing. Recently, there is also research [20] on comparing ICT with other black-box techniques, and ICT performs quite satisfactorily among them.

Some pieces of work focus on generating test inputs for ICT [2], [8], [15], [22], [53], and various tools have been developed such as AETG [8], PICT [10] and CATS [48]. All these existing tools have their own strengths and weaknesses, and they can be selected according to different testing requirements in practice. On a technical perspective, to date, there are generally four main groups of techniques or algorithms proposed: greedy algorithms, heuristic algorithms, mathematic techniques, and random techniques [41]. Greedy algorithms have been most widely used to generate test inputs using ICT in practice due to their simplicity and accuracy, e.g., In Parameter Order (IPO) [33], while heuristic algorithms are applied in order to accelerate the test generation at a small cost of accuracy, e.g., hill climbing, great flood, tabu search, simulated annealing [9] and genetic techniques [15]. In addition, mathematic techniques are often used in the mathematic community, and random techniques are often used as a benchmark technique to analyze effectiveness of other techniques. Some other researchers combine different techniques mentioned. For example, mathematic techniques are combined with simulated annealing in [9] for test generation.

However, when applying ICT to test generation, researchers may suffer from combinatorial explosion when a program contains numerous input parameters and each parameter has numerous optional values. Many pieces of work on ICT focus on alleviating this problem. The latest one [21] proposes a flexible search-based technique using similarity to bypass combinatorial explosion. We expect that such work can enlighten us for further handling the similar combinatorial explosion problem in BCT.

Except for test input generation, which is the most active research area for ICT, there are also some pieces of work on applying ICT to test input prioritization [4], [44], failure diagnosis [49], [58], metrics and evaluation [55]. Furthermore, ICT is also useful in various types of practical applications [12], [28], [29], such as mobile applications [28], satellite communications [23], and regression testing [44].

B. Control-flow Testing Criteria

There are already some well-known testing criteria, such as statement coverage, branch coverage, conditional coverage and path coverage. They can be used as a predication to determine whether a program has already been tested “enough” [14]. Our BCT seems to be seated between branch coverage and path coverage. In fact, 1-way testing for BCT is equivalent to techniques guided by branch coverage, and full-way testing (i.e., $k$ is equal to the number of all branches in a program) is equivalent to techniques guided by path coverage.

Besides, there are also some other testing criteria, such as Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) [13], [54] and Reinforced Condition/Decision Coverage (RC/DC) [52]. Indeed, MC/DC seems to be one of the most complicated and controversial control-flow testing criteria and RC/DC is designed to eliminate some of its shortcomings. We consider MC/DC as the closest testing criterion to our BCT. However, MC/DC considers combinations for internal conditions in
each branch statement, while BCT considers combinations in branch-taking conditions and treats each branch statement as a whole, skipping its internal conditions. Thus, they work at different levels and may potentially complement to each other. This deserves further study. Finally, our BCT is customizable by selecting different $k$ values in testing, and this makes it flexible for suiting different needs in software testing (e.g., from the most light branch coverage to the most heavy path coverage).

C. Coverage-guided Testing

Generally, BCT uses coverage of combinations in branch-taking conditions associated to guide the whole testing process. Many testing techniques [11], [25], [35], [51], [56], [60], [62] share the similar idea behind and make efforts to guide testing with the help of extra runtime information, and one of the most popular ways is to use coverage information, named coverage-guided techniques.

Coverage-guided techniques have been widely applied to regression testing [25], [46], [61], [62] since coverage knowledge produced by prior executions of tests from former versions has already been obtained. Various types of coverage information have been investigated. For example, branch coverage is used to guide test selection in Adaptive Random Testing (ART) in [7] and it brings great performance improvement [6], [62]. Apart from regression testing, coverage information can also be applied to test generation with the help of test generation techniques like symbolic execution [5], [18], [47], which has been combined with many different testing techniques [26], [34] for specific purposes.

Scenarios mentioned above are also suitable for our BCT. Our proposed technique can not only be directly useful for test prioritization in regression testing, but it can also be useful for automated test generation with the help of techniques like symbolic execution. We also plan to apply BCT to popular Android testing in the future. However, when analyzing Android apps, some additional problems like Android-specific event rules [36], [37] and simulations of user-interaction and sensory data [1], [40] should be also taken into consideration.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel technique named branch-based combinatorial testing (BCT), which is based on white-box information. BCT adopts the key insight of combinatorial testing and uses branch-taking conditions to replace input-value conditions in ICT. We evaluated BCT on Java programs and the results show that BCT can achieve satisfactory effectiveness under a 3- or 4-way setting, clearly lighter than ICT. We also evaluated the greedy strategy for selecting tests, and it turns out that this strategy can reduce over half of tests under 3- or 4-way testing. Besides, we compared BCT to ICT and found that BCT requires much less tests (up to 90% reduction) while it still achieves a comparable fault detection rate to ICT. We also compared BCT with existing techniques guided by statement or branch coverage, and the result shows that BCT consistently outperforms these techniques in test effectiveness. However, our work still has limitations. For example, it may take much time to conduct BCT on those subjects that contain numerous branch statements. We will further investigate and optimize for BCT’s performance in such cases. Besides, currently the universal tests are generated randomly, and branch-taking conditions are monitored, measured and controlled at runtime. In future, we plan to combine BCT with existing test generation techniques such as concolic testing or dynamic symbolic execution, so that BCT can be more effective and efficient at generating test inputs.
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